Editorial: Older Driver Research. Evidence to Guide Change*

Background
In the 20th and 21st centuries, the ability to drive an automobile has become critically interlinked with community mobility. Community infrastructure, housing patterns, and even our walkways are centred around roadways designed for automobiles. Driving is an expectation for a person of any age, and the loss of the ability to drive reflects loss of autonomy, health, and community access. In his study of Canadian seniors’ transportation habits, Turcotte (2012) found that seniors are highly dependent on their motor vehicles, the number of senior drivers over age 65 will continue to increase, and “the majority of seniors have no intention of moving and plan to remain where they live as long as possible” (p. 15). As the population ages, the proportion of older drivers on the road will increase. This may have implications at many levels including policy, health, and public safety, since past and current approaches regarding driving have focused on younger drivers.

Health and aging have not historically been areas of focus of policy and infrastructure development for driving. Traditionally, emphasis has been placed on driving skill and knowledge, with the presumption that health and physical and cognitive functioning are intact. However, it is well-known that diseases and chronic medical conditions can affect the ability to drive (Charlton et al., 2010; Marshall, 2008), and this impact will likely be greater with the increase in older drivers. Historically, it has been presumed that an evaluation of health status can fairly assess one’s fitness to continue driving. This simplistic approach, however, is not realistic since individuals can have multiple diagnoses, differing severities of disease, and functional impairments that may affect their driving ability.

Driving is a functional activity that fits well in the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) developed by the World Health Organization (2013). Driving is impacted not only by health factors (e.g., physical, cognitive, and behavioural impairments) but also by personal factors (e.g., driving experience, need to drive), environmental factors (e.g., rural versus urban living, road design, vehicle design), and weather factors (e.g., winter driving conditions, particularly in Canada). Loss of the ability to drive affects our ability to participate in and access the community, which can lead to isolation and its inherent consequences.

While much emphasis has been put on whether an older person is fit to drive based on his or her diagnosis or health status, research is necessary to explore what factors affect driving and what can be changed in order to keep this population actively driving in the community. The CIHR Team in Driving in Older Persons (Candrive II) was funded by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research to study older Canadian drivers (n = 928) in a multi-centre prospective study across seven sites (Marshall et al., 2013). In addition, the Ozcandrive study, based out of Australia and New Zealand, is following a similar protocol with an additional 250 older drivers. Candrive, which is nearing completion 250 older drivers. Candrive, which is nearing
its conclusion, was designed to answer many questions regarding older drivers, providing information on their driving patterns and changes in driving over time, as well as how their health and vehicle choices affect their driving. The articles in this special issue address topics relevant to older Canadian drivers, with the ultimate aim of extending the safe driving period for this population.

Objectives of Special Issue
The objective of this special issue is to highlight older driver research that is relevant to Canadians. This research reflects the complex elements and factors involved in making decisions about driving fitness, as well as policies and environmental design that can influence older driver safety. The aim is to demonstrate the necessary interplay between driver health and health changes over time, driver attitudes and behaviour, health care interventions, and driving environments including weather and vehicles, as well as the impact of policy concerning driver and public safety.

Organization of Special Issue
This special issue focuses on older driver research. Seven of the 10 articles are based directly on Candrive/Ozcandrive (Marshall, 2013) data. The three remaining articles are directly relevant to older drivers and were written by Candrive team members. Gagnon et al. establish the relevance and similarity of the Candrive study cohort to the older Canadian driving population by comparison with the Canadian Community Health Survey – Healthy Aging (CCHS-HA) (Statistics Canada, 2010). This is relevant to the results of the Candrive study since it suggests that the findings may be reflective of the older Canadian driving population. Given the prospective nature of the Candrive study, Jouk et al. were able to explore such topics as the impact of change in attitude and confidence and its effect on driving patterns. From the opposite perspective, Rapoport et al. and Tuokko et al. examine the effects of change in cognition and overall health, respectively, on driving confidence and beliefs among older drivers. In their systematic review, Cameron and Rapoport show that the use of antidepressant medications potentially contributes to a significant increased risk of collision involvement in older drivers.

One of the advantages of the Candrive/Ozcandrive studies is that, not only could subjective information on driver attitudes and behaviours be collected, but also electronic GPS monitoring could formally confirm driving patterns. Smith et al. explore the effects of weather on driving and demonstrate that weather and daylight influence driving patterns but other factors are also likely at play in relation to driving patterns. Similarly, Koppel et al. further use direct driver observation to confirm that driving ability is related to participants’ perceived driving abilities and reported frequency of driving in challenging situations. Vrkljan et al. and Kajaks et al. explore the interaction between driver and vehicle. Vrkljan et al. confirm that driver size and gender influence the type and size of vehicle purchased. In a novel simulation, Kajaks et al. are able to show that reduced neck range of motion, often present in older drivers, can influence their ability to check the left blind spot, which has direct implications for vehicle design.

This research reinforces that multiple factors contribute to driving safety. It is this complexity that leads to confusion and uncertainty when drivers, families, and health care practitioners must work together to consider the possibility of driving cessation in relation to health issues. These challenges are nicely summarized by Mazer et al., who examine the ethics of reporting health-related driving risk to licensing authorities.

Concluding Remarks
Multiple facets of driving, from the road conditions to the vehicles and even the drivers, have continued to change and evolve over the years. While overall road safety continues to improve, ongoing research into older driver issues remains important as this driver population is the fastest growing. Factors such as health and the anticipation of driving cessation are particularly relevant to older drivers and need further study as part of the process of extending the safe driving period for older people.
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